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light
compact
fast

The latest generation of the    
  world’s best-selling net launcher

COMPLETE KIT RELOADING
THE NET GUN

INCLUDES:
1 FIRING HANDLE
4 NET LAUNCHERS
20 AIR CARTRIDGES
1 CARRYING STRAP
2 REPLACEMENT O-RINGS
4 SPARE END COVER CAPS
All contained in a lockable, aluminum, foam lined carrying case

Turn the trigger ring to off, remove the launch cone 
counterclockwise, reset the trigger as described previ-
ously, place another launch head in place, remove the 
spent cartridge and replace with a fresh cartridge, and 
you’re ready for your second catch.

 
WARNING:  Once the net gun has 
been charged, never attempt to 
remove the base cap or remove the 
cartridge. The pressured handle must 
be discharged first. Always point the 

gun away from people or objects that 
cannot be damaged.

 
To discharge a pressurized handle, turn the 
firing ring to the OFF position.

 
Remove the launch cone counterclockwise, 

facing away from people or breakable objects. 
With the launch cone removed and the end of 
the launch handle facing the ground; turn the 
trigger to the ON position and fire at the ground 
to release the pressure. Once the pressure has 
been released, it is safe to remove the back cap 
and remove the spent cartridge.
 
Failure to follow these instructions can result 
in serious harm to the operator as well as 
damage to property.

THIS KIT IS FOR PROFESSIONALS ONLY AND 
SHOULD NEVER BE TREATED AS A TOY OR 
USED BY CHILDREN.

Only 12.5 inches  
long and a light 2.3 pounds  

Perfect for field and  
urban trapping

• 4 inch standard mesh animal capture 
nets with grapples - Red Cover

• 2 inch mesh net used for small birds 
or extra strength animal catches -  
Blue Cover

• 4 inch mesh net without grapples 
used for bird capture - Yellow Cover

• 6 inch mesh net used for human and 
large animal capture - Black Cover

Net Options:

Please specify net size when ordering based on the projected target species. Net sizes can 
be mixed at an additional cost.

Additional cartridges can be purchased by calling us directly. These are not standard size 
cartridges available through retail outlets.

www.humanecapture.com



Turn the ON/OFF trigger ring to OFF
 
With your finger, press the pressure plate 
down until you hear a click and you see it 
engage in place. 
(Please note that this can also be done with the ring in 
the ON position but for safety we advise to ALWAYS do 
this in the OFF position.)

WARNING: When in active use, or when a 
cartridge is in place, NEVER look into the 
front or point the handle towards anything 
that can be injured or damaged.

Attach a net cone to the firing handle by 
turning the launcher clockwise. The net 
launcher is removed counterclockwise. It is 
important to note this because turning the 
net head clockwise to remove it will bind the 
plastics together making the net launcher 
extremely difficult to remove. 

Do not over tighten.

How it Works:
When you first receive your Super Talon Ultra remove the firing handle from the case, turn the
ON/OFF trigger ring to ON and dry fire the handle (without a cartridge). You’ll notice the 
pressure plate fly open which when pressurized would release the charge, firing the net.
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Remove the back cap.

Insert the cartridge into the handle 
backward with the small end facing out.

Screw the cap onto the back stopping just below furthest the red O-ring. This 
is the “safe standby firing position” and the gas has not been released into the 
handle. You can carry this in the field or in your car in this position indefinitely 
and the net gun will not be charged but will quickly be ready for use.

When ready to fire turn the back cap 
completely covering the red O-ring. The 
gas will be released into the handle. You 
may not hear a sound but the handle will 
become cool.

THIS IS THE  
ACTIVE FIRING  
POSITION.THIS IS THE  

STANDBY FIRING POSITION.
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Turn the trigger ring to the ON position.

IMAGE HERE OF SHOOTING AN ANIMAL
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LOADING THE CARTRIDGE

CAUTION:  
NOTE: To detach net launcher 
turn the net launcher in the 
direction of the yellow arrow: 
(counter-clockwise)

To fire the net, aim the net at the target 
species (at least ten feet away) and 
depress the firing button. The net will 
launch immediately. There will be a 
slight report sound of the compressed 
air being released and the target species 
will be covered by the net.
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INSTRUCTIONS:


